KIEHL-High-tech innovations for the automatic vehicle wash and maintenance –pflege
Listening to the market
KIEHL is specialized in the car wash
business as hardly anybody else.
KIEHL has always set trends from the
earliest beginning of this market up to
now and has developed, through
intensive cooperation with car wash
manufacturers and operators,
innovative high-quality products and
services which have established a
market leading position and have
contributed to the retention of value of
vehicles. KIEHL products and product
systems are applicable in all types of
car washes and devices, which are
presently existing in the market.
Quality is no accident
Knowledge of the market, its participants
and constant observation of the market
are important requirements for optimal
products and perfect customer service.
Moreover, continuous research and
product development in the own
laboratory are essential requirements
thus coordinated products act as
compact systems, which fulfill
maximum practice requirements and
ensure optimal wash and maintenance
results during application.
High-quality raw materials form the
basis
KIEHL products are being produced
environmentally conscious and to their
particular application conformed. The
choice of top-quality and innovative
raw materials forms an important
requirement, that a steady high quality
is being ensured. This is also achieved
through strict controls during the whole
process of development and production
as well as reliable checks of each
packaging unit which leaves the plant.
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Concentrated products save
expenses and our environment
Products with high-grade concentrated
components enable cost-effective
dosage and consumption is being
minimized, whereby best results are
being achieved. Furthermore, there is
less packaging material, transport
expense and storage capacity is being
reduced and also the handling becomes
simpler and more effort-saving.
Signed and sealed
Management and production processes
at KIEHL are transparent and are being
submitted constant and strict controls.
The certification according to EN ISO
9001 and EN ISO 14001, which has to
be documented continuously, means
high requirements to the company.
KIEHL is already fulfilling these guidelines for years.

Best results are being achieved with
KIEHL high-tech product lines even
at high demand

High-tech cleaning systems for rollovers, tunnels and self service jet wash
systems
Prozeßfarben
Blau = 100% cyan
Grün = 100% gelb + 55% cyan
Sonderfarben
Blau = HKS 47
Grün = HKS 67

High-tech cleaning systems for
extreme requirements in tunnels,
commercial vehicle and train washes

Vierfarbdruck:

blau - C 100%
rot - M 100%, Y 100%

High-tech conservation systems for
rollovers, tunnels and self service jet
wash systems
What does this brochure contain?
The KIEHL products and product
systems in this brochure offer car wash
operators the safety to work effectively
and economically. Thus cleaning and
maintenance results are being
achieved, which are expected by the
customer: Uncompromising cleanness,
bright gloss and value-conserving and
protecting maintenance

To enable the car wash operators to
receive the VDA seal (German Association of the Automotive Industry), KIEHL
issues conformity certificates for the
respective products. The products are
marked with the corresponding VDA
seal.

GENERAL product application information:

advisor label the dosing system at
the car wash with the corresponding
color. Thus any confusion is being
avoided.
Gold, silver or bronze – top performance in any case
To simplify the product choice for
operators, the products were being
rated and labeled with or
or
(buttons) in the overview.
These ratings could be compared with
gold, silver or bronze in the sports
sector.

Storage of chemical products

(Re-)Filling

Chemical products should be always
stored in closed containers in
nonfreezing, cool, dry, dark and
well-ventilated rooms.

For the (re-)filling of containers in the
machine, use well-cleaned filling tools
like e. g. cans, funnels, measuring
cans etc… It is necessary to empty
and clean the containers in the
machine from time to time.

Pre-dilution
Our products are preferably applied
pure via a suitable dosing system. If a
pre-dilution should be necessary (e.g.
for use in a pump spray bottle) please
always fill in first water than product.
Furthermore observe the maximum
concentration on the labels and in the
specific product information.

Comparison and thus corresponding
rating occur entirely within an
application area and a criterion.

Product mixture
Never mix different chemical products,
there might be unexpected reactions,
sometimes even combined with a risk
of health damage. Therefore flush the
dosing pipes before a product change.

Material compatibleness
Reaction times and temperatures
The maximum reaction times indicated
in this product information and on
the labels refer to an outdoor and
surfaces temperature of about 20° C.
If there are higher temperatures,
reaction times have to be decreased
respectively.

Further explanation:
--application not recommended
resp. not relevant
n.a.
not applicable
✓ means „yes“

Please consider the prescriptions of
the manufacturers of machines and
technical units, as well as the
information on the labels. Different
materials and surfaces might be
attacked by chemicals. If possible
check the material compatibleness on
a inconspicuous point first.

Product use in HP-systems

KIEHL color coding 		

At side KIEHL technical advisors
inform about special products for
nonstandard application areas.
Moreover, further product information
you will find promptly and comprehensively at our clear and user-friendly
website www.kiehl-group.com.

prewash,
high pressure cleaning

spray wax,
hot wax

rim cleaning

foam wax

foam

polish

Orient to colors
For a fast orientation and to exclude
any product confusion during work at
the car wash, KIEHL products are
labeled through a color coding system.
Simultaneously it is administrable for
the daily practice when the car wash
manufacturer or the KIEHL technical

shampoo

rinsing shampoo with care
effect

drying agent

As far as a product is usable in a HPsystem, it’s explicit mentioned in the
specific product information. If the water
temperature is higher than 40° C and
the water hardness is over 4,5 mmol/l,
it may be necessary to add a limestone
preventor (e.g. „316 Calciel“) to exclude
machine damages.

Security and environmental
aspects
Absolutely consider the current specific
product information, the MSDS and
further safety-forms, which are available
on our website www.kiehl-group.com
at all times.

water treatment,
wash bay cleaning,
other
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Everything’s conserving!
Prewash with low pressure in
self service jet wash (coin
operator), in front of the rollover

137
KIMAX Uniwash
Foaming conserving
cleanser with
intensive fragrance

114
Separa

Fast separating
cleanser

151
Gelamax
Prewash

Non-freezing
prewash cleanser

TOP product
Effect

Characteristics

Application

Dissolving insects
Dissolving over-tanking
Dissolving static dirt
Dissolving dirt on rims
Dissolving salt incrustations (winter dirt)
Fragrance – intensity
Foam intensity
During wintertime outdoor car washes ice-free to
Recommended pre-dilution
Recommended final dilution
Material-conserving at the vehicle (paint, profiles, alloy rims)
VDA conformance class
pH-value of the concentrate
Product applicable for applications (color code):

Also suitable for application in high pressure units
Environment
ÖNORM registration (fast separation in oil separators)
and water recy- Free of NTA complexing agents
cling
Phosphate-free
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Prozeßfarben
Blau = 100% cyan
Grün = 100% gelb + 55% cyan

Alkaline rim cleanser
for steel and alloy
rims

-------

Sonderfarben
Blau = HKS 47
Grün = HKS 67

Free of fragrance
00 C

100
Alcarim

00 C

Free of fragrance

Free of fragrance

---

---

-100 C

00 C

---

---

---

---

1:20 (5%)

1:50 (2%)

pure

1:10 (10%)

A
10

A
11

A
8

B - 1:4 (25%)
13

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

-----

---

-----

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
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Everything’s intensive!
Chemical prewash
and rim cleaning

131
KIMAX Prewash

Power cleanser for
prewash

123
Insofix

Foaming power
cleanser with
refreshing fragrance

105
Exadet

High foaming power
cleanser
with multifunctional effect
and refreshing fragrance

TOP product
Effect

Characteristics

Application

Dissolving insects
Dissolving over-tanking
Dissolving static dirt
Dissolving dirt on rims
Dissolving salt incrustations (winter dirt)
Fragrance – intensity
Foam intensity
Support of drying process
Recommended pre-dilution
Recommended final dilution
Material-conserving at the vehicle (paint, profiles)
Material-conserving at the vehicle (alloy rims)
Suitable for ceramic brake disks material
VDA conformance class
pH-value of the concentrate
Also suitable for application in high pressure units
Product applicable for applications (color code):

Environment
Support of clarification and cleanness of the recycling
and water recy- water (insignificant for fresh water car wash)
cling
ÖNORM registration (fast separation in oil separators)
Free of NTA complexing agents
Phosphate-free

Prozeßfarben
Blau = 100% cyan
Grün = 100% gelb + 55% cyan

Alkaline rim cleanser
for steel
and alloy rims

-------

Sonderfarben
Blau = HKS 47
Grün = HKS 67

Free of fragrance

Free of fragrance

----pure
1:60

pure
1:60

pure
1:60

According to machine
1:10 (10%)

✓

✓

✓

✓

B – 1:60
13

B - 1:60
13

B - 1:60
13

B - 1:4 (25%)
13

✓

✓

✓

---

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

---

✓

Further products in the KIEHL program applicable in the chemical prewash: 137 KIMAX Uniwash, 125 XMAX Presso,
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100
Alcarim

403 Intensiv-Reiniger, 114 Separa
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Everything’s foaming ...

and smelling!

Activ foam

133
KIMAX
Parfoam

111
Odora

Scent foam
(different perfume
Foaming power
types available)
cleanser with
refreshing fragrance

105
Exadet

High foaming power
cleanser with multifunctional effect and
refreshing fragrance

123
Insofix

Foaming power
cleanser with refreshing fragrance

TOP product
Effect

Characteristics

Application

Dissolving insects
Dissolving over-tanking
Dissolving static dirt
Dissolving salt incrustations (winter dirt)
Cleanness of brushes and textiles, with special
applicability for foamed (e.g. “Softecs”, ”Carlite“,
“Granwasher“), textile (e.g. “Microvel“, ”Sensotex“)
or other washing materials (e.g. “Variowash”)
Foam intensity
Fragrance – intensity
Support of drying process
Recommended pre-dilution
Consumption per car
Material-conserving at the vehicle (paint, profiles)
VDA conformance class
pH-value of the concentrate
Product applicable for applications (color code):

Environment
Support of clarification and cleanness of the recycling
and water recy- water (insignificant for fresh water car wash)
cling
ÖNORM registration (fast separation in oil separators)
Free of NTA complexing agents
Phosphate-free
Further products in the KIEHL program applicable as activ foam:
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137
KIMAX Uniwash
Foaming conserving cleanser with
intensive fragrance

Prozeßfarben
Blau = 100% cyan
Grün = 100% gelb + 55% cyan

Prozeßfarben
Blau = 100% cyan
Grün = 100% gelb + 55% cyan

Sonderfarben
Blau = HKS 47
Grün = HKS 67

Sonderfarben
Blau = HKS 47
Grün = HKS 67

pure
8 – 15 ml

pure
5-10 ml

pure
6-12 ml

pure
8-15 ml

pure
8-15 ml

B – 1:60
13

A
7

B - 1:60
13

B - 1:60
13

A
10

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓

---

✓

106 Neutro Schaum, 110 Effekt Schaum, 403 Intensiv-Reiniger
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Everything’s clean!
Brush shampoo

134
KIMAX Wash

108
IntensivShampoo
pH-neutral

105
Exadet

123
Insofix

pure
5 - 13 ml

pure
5 - 10 ml

pure
4 - 10 ml

pure
4 - 10 ml

B – 1:60
13,5

A
7

B - 1:60
13

B - 1:60
13

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓

Powerful shampoo

Brush shampoo

High foaming power Foaming power
cleanser with multi- cleanser with
functional effect and refreshing fragrance
refreshing fragrance

TOP product
Effect

Characteristics

Application

Removal of dirt
Dirt carrying capacity
Cleanness of brushes and textiles,
with special applicability for foamed (e.g. “Softecs”,
”Carlite“, “Granwasher“), textile (e.g. “Microvel“, ”Sensotex“) or other washing materials (e.g. “Variowash”)
Fragrance – intensity
Support of drying process
Recommended pre-dilution
Consumption per car
Material-conserving at the vehicle (paint, profiles)
VDA conformance class
pH-value of the concentrate
Product applicable for applications (color code):

Environment
Support of clarification and cleanness of the recycling
and water recy- water (insignificant for fresh water car wash)
cling
ÖNORM registration (fast separation in oil separators)
Free of NTA complexing agents
Phosphate-free

Prozeßfarben
Blau = 100% cyan
Grün = 100% gelb + 55% cyan
Sonderfarben
Blau = HKS 47
Grün = HKS 67

Further products in the KIEHL program applicable as brush shampoo: 133 KIMAX Parfoam, 135 KIMAX Aciwash,

10

---

✓

403 Intensiv-Reiniger, 223 Diamant Polish
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Everything’s dry!
Trocknungshilfe
Drying agent

206
MICRON Dry

High gloss dryer
Superconcentrate

204
Topas

High gloss dryer
Superconcentrate

TOP product
Vierfarbdruck:

Effect

blau - C 100%
rot - M 100%, Y 100%

Vierfarbdruck:

205
Jadeit

207
Saphir

201
Automotive Dry

High gloss dryer
Superconcentrate

Gloss dryer
concentrate

Drying agent

blau - C 100%
rot - M 100%, Y 100%

Quickness of beading up or skinning of the waterfilm
Extensiveness of beading up or skinning of the waterfilm
Drying result, less residual water
Water and dirt repellent gloss effect

Characteristics

Fragrance
Also applicable in critical water qualities (high
alkalinity, high water hardness); Our technical advisor resp. distributor analyzes gladly your water
Almost constant result at hot and cold temperature

Free of fragrance

Free of fragrance

Free of fragrance

Free of fragrance

Free of fragrance

- 100 C
pure
8 - 12 ml

- 10 C
pure
5 - 9 ml

- 10 C
pure
6 - 10 ml

- 10 C
pure
12 - 15 ml

- 10 C
pure
20 - 30 ml

Application

Freezing during wintertime from
Recommended pre-dilution
Consumption per car
Product applicable for applications (color code):

Environment

ÖNORM registration (fast separation in oil separators)

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

---

Free of mineral oil and hydrocarbon
Further products in the KIEHL program applicable as drying agent:
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✓

209 High Gloss Dryer
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Everything’s glossing!
Gloss preserver
Foam wax
Hot wax

216
Rubin

High level
gloss preserver with
protection formula superconcentrate

TOP product
Vierfarbdruck:

Effect

Characteristics

Application
Environment

blau - C 100%
rot - M 100%, Y 100%

Preservation and maintenance effect on paint, rubber
and plastic surfaces for a long-term conservation of
value
Gloss on paint and plastic surfaces
Long lasting protection against influences of weather
and environment, e.g. UV radiation
Impregnation effect ensures water and dirt repellent
effect
Drying result as foam wax without additional use of a
drying agent, even in car washes with low blower
capacity and/or fast running machines
Fragrance – intensity
Almost constant result at hot and cold temperature
Suitable for convertible care
✓
Also applicable in critical water qualities (high alkalinity,
high water hardness); Our technical advisor resp.
distributor analyzes gladly your water
No freezing during wintertime from
- 10 C
Recommended pre-dilution
pure
Recommended consumption per car
8 - 25 ml
(When dosing in the lower recommendation fields there
will be a drying and maintenance result, in the higher
ones there will be achieved a long lasting deep gloss.)
Foaming, therefore also applicable as foam wax
Product applicable for applications (color code):
ÖNORM registration
Free of mineral oil and hydrocarbon

✓
✓

217
MICRON Wax

215
Carat mit Coco

213
Zircon

✓

✓

✓

- 100 C
pure
10 - 25 ml

- 10 C
pure
10 - 25 ml

- 10 C
pure
12 - 30 ml

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

High level
gloss preserver with
protection formula superconcentrate

High level gloss
preserver
superconcentrate

Gloss preserver
concentrate

TOP product
Vierfarbdruck:

blau - C 100%
rot - M 100%, Y 100%

Further products in the KIEHL program applicable as gloss preserver: 211 Brillant-Glanz; 203 Spezial Heisswachs
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Everything’s shiny!
Wax and Gloss polish

224
MICRON Foam
Polish

223
Diamant Polish

Foaming high gloss
and care polish

High Level
Foaming cleaning
and care polish

TOP product

TOP product

Fragrance (manual fragrance addition possible according to operator request, see our fragrance range)
Foaming

Free of fragrance

Free of fragrance

Suitable for convertible care

✓

✓

✓

pure
25 - 50 ml

pure
30 - 50 ml

pure
60 - 150 ml

✓

✓

---

---

---

✓

✓

✓

---

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

Vierfarbdruck:

Effect

blau - C 100%
rot - M 100%, Y 100%

231
MICRON AS
Polish

Wax care polish

Vierfarbdruck:

blau - C 100%
rot - M 100%, Y 100%

Preservation and maintenance effect on paint, rubber
and plastic surfaces for a long-term retention of value
Gloss on paint and plastic surfaces
Long lasting protection against influences of weather
and environment, e.g. UV radiation
Impregnation effect ensures water and dirt repellent
effect
Vehicle paint repair effect

Characteristics

Improves the drying result

---

Well-polishability
No film building and no smearing on the windscreen
Washing material (brushes and textiles) remains clean

Application

Recommended pre-dilution
Recommended consumption per car
Application mixed with water, air and product with
foaming, pleasing optics
Application pure, with air and vaporizer nozzles, little
optical effect, not suitable for outdoor application
Dilution with water in the dosing system
Product applicable for applications (color code):

Environment

ÖNORM registration
Free of mineral oil and hydrocarbon
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Everything’s clear!
Products for water and
waste water treatment
Flocculation

303
302
Spezial
Kifloc
Flockungsmittel Flocculant
Flocculant
(slightly acid)

(slightly acid)

310
Alcafloc

Flocculant and
„neutralization
medium“ for slightly
acid waters

Flake building for dirt accumulation
Small, heavy flakes for an optimal sedimentation
Big, easy flakes for an optimal flotation for the
application in flotation treatment plants
Effective in neutral to slight-alkaline waters
Effective in neutral to slight-acid waters

Deodorization

Suitable for the neutralization of acid waters (e.g. after
wash-bay cleaning) and as co-flocculant for “303” or
“302”
Effective in a very large temperature range, meaning
very low and very high temperatures
Rapid clearing of bothering odors

-------

-------

-------

---

---

Odor blocker

-----

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

Recommended pre-dilution
Consumption per m3 water if dosing continuously
Consumption per m3 water at intensive treatment

pure
60 - 100 ml

pure
40 - 70 ml

pure
60 - 100 ml

---

---

---

pure
20 - 25 ml
250 - 500 ml

pure
10 - 50 ml
100 - 200 ml

Free of chlorine bleach

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

No negative effect on wash and maintenance process if
dosing correctly
Product applicable for applications (color code):

No risk of creation of adsorbable organic halogen
compounds

Further products in the KIEHL program for the water treatment: 316 Calciel (liquid softener), 320 Regeneration salt (for
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-------

Recycling water
disinfection

-----

Reduction of the COD and BOD value

Environment

---

307
Acquabreeze

-----

Depot effect

Application

---

304
Hydrodes

softening units)
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Everything’s propper!
Car wash
and
Wasser
und
Abwasserhall cleansers
aufbereitung
Effect

For the cleaning of car wash parts, washing brushes,
tiled walls, floors of halls and glass
Removes oily and limy dirt

602
Fortex Pro

601
Fortex Plus

✓

✓

Plant, brush and tile
cleanser

Basic cleanser,
strongly lime
dissolving

Especially conserving cleaning without risk of
guarantee loss of car wash manufacturers
High corrosion protection part offers additional care
Application

Dilution
Product applicable for applications (color code):

pure to 1:10

pure to 1:10

Environment
and materials

Free of hydrochloric acid (HCI)

✓
✓
✓

---

Free of fluoride compounds
Free of hydrofluoric acid (HF)

✓
✓

Many further products for the cleaning of floors, surfaces and objects you will find in our other brochures.
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Please note:

In our brochure for equipment and on our homepage you will find a wide program with
assistance for the cleaning and maintenance of the car wash and hall.

Option:

We gladly submit an offer for a single basic cleaning or for the regular routine cleaning
of your car wash (see also KAW KIEHL price list).
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Everything’s ecoconscious!
KIEHL – exemplary commitment for the environment

Respect for the environment begins
with raw materials
In selecting its raw materials KIEHL
pays major attention to environmental
friendliness and sustainability. Numerous
criteria, e.g. high biodegradability, CO2
footprints, are taken into consideration.
Surfactants from renewable resources
are preferred if their production in
the countries of origin is based on
sustainability instead of exploitation.
It is therefore assured that there is an
environmentally friendly basis for the
formulation of the products. Already 25
years ago KIEHL committed itself to the
voluntary obligation to act in favour of
the environment and has continuously
extended the measures for achieving
this target. As a result legal requirements
are today not only maintained but also
often exceeded.
... and with the formulations as well
as with the packaging design
Products are preferably offered and
produced as high concentrates. Various
dosage technologies such as product
bottles with dosing cap, portioning or
dosage bags, mechanical and electrical
dosage assemblies guarantee that
overdosage is avoided. Objectives of
product formulations include that the
cleaning processes at customer facilities
can be carried out with the lowest
possible use of ecologically relevant
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resources (example: maximum water
recycling quota through the use of
the KIMAX product system in vehicle
washing).
A system of reusable packaging guarantees a substantial reduction in the amount
of waste. Those at KIEHL who are
charged with development and production
work permanently to further optimise
the facilities to preserve the environment. At KIEHL the savings of valuable
energy and our planet’s resources, e.g.
water consumption, has the highest
priority. We use production facilities with
energy-saving features. The share of
regenerative energy sources with lowest
possible CO2 emission in production and
work processes at KIEHL is continuously
increasing. KIEHL’s objective for
transport vehicles as well as for vehicles
of field sales employees is to use
extremely low-emission trucks (EURO 5
emission standard) and cars.

For clear...bright...clean water
in your car wash!
KIMAX saves the environment through significantly-reduced application of
drinking water.
Prozeßfarben
Blau = 100%
cyan
KIMAX
also offers economical advantages: Considerable cost savings for
Grün = 100% gelb + 55% cyan
fresh water and for the disposal of waste water.
Sonderfarben
Blau = HKS 47
Grün = HKS 67

KIEHL’s Eco products
have been awarded
with the European
Union Eco-Label
(www.eco-label.com).

131 KIMAX Prewash Power cleanser for prewash
132 KIMAX Foam Foaming power cleanser
133 KIMAX Parfoam Foaming power cleanser with refreshing fragrance
134 KIMAX Wash Powerful shampoo
135 KIMAX Aciwash Special cleanser, acid based
137 KIMAX Uniwash Foaming conserving cleanser with intensive fragrance

Certified production processes assure
environmental friendliness
A major assurance for environmentally
friendly processes in production as well
as in the further operational processes
is achieved by the EN ISO 9001 and
EN ISO 14001 certifications, the strict
controls of which guarantee continuity.
Additionally, KIEHL meets the requirements of the Bavarian Environmental
Pact (www.umweltpakt.bayern.de).

The KIMAX product system increases the recycling rate
in current water-treatment units more than 90 %!
Through KIMAX the drying process in the car wash is being
permanently optimized. Care and gloss effect of the
conserving programs increases significantly!
Maximum cleaning result with the KIMAX product system.

Increase your wash efficiency with KIMAX !

www.kiehl-group.com

www.sonner-partner.de

Already 25 years ago KIEHL committed
itself to the voluntary obligation to act
in favour of the environment and has
continuously extended the measures
for achieving this target. As a result
legal requirements are today not only
maintained but also often exceeded.

Prozeßfarben
Blau = 100% cyan
Grün = 100% gelb + 55% cyan
Sonderfarben
Blau = HKS 47
Grün = HKS 67
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Cleaning and maintaining
products for automatic
vehicle washing

KAW KIEHL KG

France

Hungary

Branches and warehouses in Germany

KIEHL FRANCE S.A.R.L.
1, rue de l’industrie - B.P. 54
F-67172 BRUMATH CEDEX
Phone +33 (0) 3.88.59.52.25
Fax +33 (0) 3.88.59.52.20
info@kiehl.fr

Johannes KIEHL KG
Ganz Ábrahám u. 4/12
H-2142 Nagytarcsa (Bp.)
Phone +36 (0) 1 / 348-08 41
Fax +36 (0) 1 / 348-08 42
hu@kiehl-group.com

D-14974 Genshagen/Berlin
Brandenburg Park
Parkallee 20
Phone 0 33 78/ 85 71-0
Fax 0 33 78/ 85 71-20

United Arab Emirates

KIEHL Italia s.r.l.
via Michelangelo 29
l-16030 Avegno (GE)
Phone +39 / 0185 730 008
Fax +39 / 0185 730 214
info@kiehl.it

KIEHL Middle East LLC
Megastore Complex
16th st. Musaffah
Abu Dhabi U.A.E.
Phone +971 (0) 2/ 550 33 96
Fax +971 (0) 2/ 550 33 46
uae@kiehl-group.com

Austria
J. P. KIEHL GmbH
Troststraße 50/3/305
A-1100 Wien
Phone +43 (0) 1 / 604 99 93
Fax +43 (0) 1 / 604 99 94
info@kiehl.at
Switzerland
KIEHL Schweiz AG
St. Dionys-Str. 33
CH-8645 Jona
Phone +41 (0) 55 / 254 74 74
Fax +41 (0) 55 / 254 74 75
ch@kiehl-group.com

Further brochures:
Conveyors / tunnels

Netherlands
KAW KIEHL KG
Büro Niederlande
Jacobadreef 2
NL-5046 GX Tilburg
Phone +31 (0) 13 544 0661
Fax +31 (0) 13 543 9258
Mobile +31 (0) 621 440581
infokaw@kiehl-group.com

Self service jet wash			

D-39326 Gutenswegen/
Magdeburg
Ackendorfer Weg 14
Phone/Fax 03 92 02/ 6 13 91

D-01127 Dresden
Großenhainer Straße 99
Phone 03 51/ 8 47 10-0
Fax 03 51/ 8 47 10-29

D-80992 München
Dessauer Straße 7
Phone 0 89/ 14 38 91-0
Fax 0 89/ 14 38 91-25

D-25335 Elmshorn
Offenau 63
Phone 0 41 21/ 8 89 95
Fax 0 41 21/ 8 49 08

D-90427 Nürnberg
Gießener Str. 30
Phone 09 11/ 3 06 76 02
Fax 09 11/ 6 49 48 34

D-30179 Hannover
Alter Flughafen 23
Phone 05 11/ 67 69 37-0
Fax 05 11/ 67 69 37-29

D-63322 Rödermark/
Frankfurt
Adam-Opel-Straße 17
Phone 0 60 74/ 84 22-5
Fax 0 60 74/ 7 08 52

D-51149 Köln-Porz
Welserstraße 10 c
Phone 0 22 03/ 9 35 76-0
Fax 0 22 03/ 9 35 76-10

Commercial vehicle wash

09/2010/2/k/www.sonner-partner.de

Italy

Rudolf-Diesel-Straße 6
D-85235 Odelzhausen
Phone +49 (0) 81 34/ 93 05-40
Fax +49 (0) 81 34/ 51 45
infokaw@kiehl-group.com

Gas station and shop cleaning

Innovative products for
rollovers
KIEHL products are setting up standards for the
automatic vehicle wash and maintenance

www.kiehl-group.com

www.kiehl-group.com

